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Abstract
A set of n colored objects (points/hyperboxes) lie in IRd
and given a query orthogonal range q, we need to report the
distinct colors of the objects in S ∩ q. In a scenarto where
these colored objects also come associated with a weight, for
each distinct color c of the objects in S ∩ q, the tuple < c,
F(c) > where F(c) is the object of color c with the maximum
weight is reported.

1

Introduction

Range Searching and its variants have been widely studied in
the field of Computational Geometry. In many applications
a more general form of these problems arise. The objects
in S come aggregated in disjoint groups and of interest are
questions regarding the intersection of q with the groups
rather than with the objects. For convenience we shall associate a distinct color for each group and assume that all the
objects in the group have that color. These class of problems
are referred to as Generalized Intersection Searching. [6] is
a survey paper on the latest results on this topic.
In many applications like on-line analytical processing
(OLAP), geographic information systems (GIS) and information retrieval (IR), aggregation plays an important role
in summarizing information [12] and hence large number of
algorithms and storage schemes have been proposed to support such queries. In range-aggregate query problems [12]
many composite queries involving range searching are considered, wherein one needs to compute the aggregate function of the objects in S ∩ q rather than report all of them as
in a range reporting query. In [9], range-aggregate problems
were solved on colored objects.
This paper presents some results on range-aggreage
queries on colored objects. In section 2 and 3 we consider
the following problem: Preprocess a set S of weighted colored geometric objects in IRd , d = 1, 2, such that given a
query orthogonal range q, we can report efficiently for each
distinct color c of the objects in S ∩ q, the tuple < c, F(c) >
where F(c) is the object of color c with the maximum weight.
Section 2 and Section 3 deal with these problems. The uncolored version of these problems were disussed in [1]. If
F(c) = NULL, the unweighted variant of the problem is the
generalized orthogonal range reporting problem [7]. These
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problems are revisited in Section 4 and 5.
We define a couple of terms. Consider two points p(p1 ,
p2 , . . ., pd ) and q(q1 , q2 , . . ., qd ). If pi > qi , ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ d
then p is defined to be dominating q and q is defined to be
dominated by p. Given a point set S, a point q ∈ S is called
a maximal point iff q is not dominated by any other point in
S.

2

Generalized Orthogonal Range-Max query

Problem: S is a set of n colored objects in IR2 where each
point p is assigned a weight w(p). Sc is the set of points of S
having color c. We wish to preprocess S into a data structure
so that given a query rectangle q = [x1 , x2 ] ∗ [y1 , y2 ], we can
report for each distinct color c of the points in q, the tuple
< c, pc > where pc = max {w(pc ) | pc ∈ Sc and pc ∈ q},
i.e., the point in Sc ∩ q with the topmost/maximum weight.
This problem can be solved by modifying the solution to
the range-aggregate problem on colored points where the
function F(c) was the sum of the weights of the points
of color c in q [9]. The sum function is replaced by max
function. This leads to a solution of space O(n1+ ) and
O(log n + k) query time. However, in this section we shall
come up with a solution which reduces the space needed to
O(n log2 n) while retaining the same query time.

2.1

Quadrant query, q = [x1 , ∞) × [y1 , ∞)

In this subsection we shall the problem for quadrant queries,
q = [x1 , ∞) × [y1 , ∞). Consider points p(px , py ) and r(rx ,
ry ) both having the same color c. Let rx > px , ry > py and
w(r) > w(p). For an arbitrary query q, if p lies in q then r
will also lie in q and since w(r) is larger than w(p), point p
cannot have the maximum/topmost weight among Sc ∩ q.
Hence, such points are can be removed from consideration.
In order to remove the points of S which cannot be candidates for maximum/topmost weight, we do the following:
Fix a color c. Map each point p(px , py ) ∈ Sc to a threedimensional point p0 (px , py , w(p)). Call this new set of
transformed points Sc0 . Maximal points, Mc0 , of Sc0 are found
out in IR3 . This can be done in time O(|Sc | log2 |Sc | + |Mc0 |).
Mc0 represents the set of points from Sc0 (or Sc ) which are
possible candidates for topmost/maximum weight for color
c. S
This process is repeated for each color c. Denote M 0
= ∀c Mc0 . The total time taken for finding M 0 will be
O(Σ∀c (|Sc | log2 |Sc | + |Mc0 |)) ≡ O(log2 n × Σ|Sc | + Σ|Mc0 |) ≡
O(n log2 n + |M 0 |) ≡ O(n log2 n) since |M 0 | ≤ n.
Once again fix a color c. New we shift our attention from
Sc to Mc0 . Each point p0 (px , py , w(p)) ∈ Mc0 is mapped back
to its original two-dimensional point p(px , py ) with weight
w(p). Call this set Mc . Notice that points in Mc need not be
maximal w.r.t. to the two-dimensional plane, though they
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Mc3 (layer 3) of Figure 1 on how
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Figure 1: For a particular color c, set Mc is being shown.
These points are the only candidates from color c which can
have the topmost/maximum weight for a Generalized Orthogonal Range-Max query.

were maximal points in three-dimensional space as part of
set Mc0 (as shown in Figure 1). This process is repeated for
each color c.
For each color c, set Mc is divided into layers of maximal
points in IR2 . Layer 1 is denoted by Mc1 which is nothing
but the set of maximal points of Mc in IR2 . Layer l, Mcl
(l
> 1), is defined to be the set of maximal points of Mc \
Sl−1
j
2
l
j=1 Mc in IR . These layers are defined till we Mc remain
non-empty. In Figure 1, we show an example of a set Mc
having seven points. The weight associated with each point
is also shown. For the purpose of discussion, each point is
uniquely referred to by its weight. In this example Mc gets
divided into three layers of maximal points. Layer 1 Mc1 =
{10}, Layer 2 Mc2 = {30, 20, 25} and Layer 3 Mc3 = {50,
100, 80}.
These “layers of maximal points” for each set Mc are obtained as follows: Based on the points in Mc we build a data
structure T described in [10]. T maintains the set of maximal points in the plane of set Mc . Initial building of the
structure takes O(|Mc | log |Mc |) time. Insertion or Deletion
of a point is handled in O(log |Mc |) amortized time. The
reporting of maximal points takes O(r) time where r is the
number of maximal points. Using T we can directly find out
the set of maximal points of Mc which constitutes Mc1 . Now
all the points in Mc1 are deleted from T . Now the maximal
points reported by T will be Mc2 . Next all the points in Mc2
are deleted from T . This process is repreated iteratively till
T becomes empty. The time taken for finding layers of Mc
will be O(|Mc | log |Mc |). Total time taken for finding all sets
Mc will be O(n log n).
For a query quadrant q = [x1 , ∞) × [y1 , ∞), call (x1 , y1 )
to an apex point of q. Now for each point p ∈ Mc , we shall
define a region r(p) within which if (x1 , y1 ) lies then p is
the point with the maximum weight among Sc ∩ q. Let Mc
have l layers of maximal points. We start with Mcl (layer
l) and go till Mc1 (layer 1). The points in Mcl are sorted
in decreasing order based on their weights. The first point
in the list, p(px , py ), is assigned the region r(p) = (−∞,
l
px ] × (−∞, py ]. The ith point in the list M
Sc is assigned
the region r(p) = (−∞, px ] × (−∞, py ] \ r(p0 ), where

over r(p0 ) is the first i - 1 points in the list Mcl . The region
associated with each point in Mc is shown in Figure 1. The
shaded region shows the region associated with point 20. So
given a query q, we need to check in which region (x1 , y1 )
lies and the point of Mc corresponding to that region has to
be reported.
If the region r(p) associated with point p ∈ Mc is not in
the form of an axes-parallel rectangle, then r(p) is broken
into axes-parallel rectangles (see r(30) in Figure 1). So, for
each color c we have a collection of disjoint rectangles χc . χc
≡ O(|Mc |), since from each point in Mc at most three rays
are shooting out (see Figure 1) and it is a planar surfacei.
Based on the rectangles χc obtained for each color c we build
an instance of the structure D in [3]. Given a query point, D
reports all the rectangles stabbed by the query point. The
number of rectangles stored in D will be O(n).
Finally, when we are given a query quadrant q = [x1 , ∞)
× [y1 , ∞), we shall query D with (x1 , y1 ) and for each rectangle that gets stabbed, the point that corresponds to that
rectangle along with its weight is reported. Note that at
most only one rectangle of each color is reported.
Theorem 1 A set of n colored points in IR2 can be stored
in a linear-size structure such that given a query quadrant
q = [x1 , ∞) × [y1 , ∞), a generalized orthogonal range-max
query can be answered in O(log n + k) time.

2.2

Bounded rectangular query

In this subsection we solve the problem for bounded orthogonal query rectangle q=[a, b] × [c, d]. The solution is based
on the quadrant range-max structure of Theorem 1. We first
show how to solve the problem for query rectangles q 0 = [a,
b] × [c, ∞). In this discussion, w.r.t. a point p(a, b) N Equery would mean [a, ∞) × [b, ∞) and N W -query would
mean (−∞, a) × [b, ∞). We store the points of S in sorted
order by x-coordinate at the leaves of a balanced binary tree
T 0 . At each internal node v, we store an instance of the
structure of Lemma 1 for N E-queries (resp., N W -queries)
built on the points in v’s left (resp., right) subtree. Let X(v)
denote the average of the x-coordinate in the rightmost leaf
in v’s left subtree and the x-coordinate in the leaftmost leaf
of v’s right subtree.
To answer a query q 0 , we do a binary search down T 0 ,
using [a, b] until a highest node v is reached such that [a, b]
intersects X(v). If v is a leaf, then if v 0 s point is in q 0 we
report its color. If v is a non-leaf, then we query the structures at v using the N E-quadrant and the N W -quadrant
derived from q 0 (i.e., the quadrants with w.r.t. points at (a,
c) and (b, c), respectively), and then combine the answers.
The space occupied by T 0 becomes O(n log n) and the query
time remains O(log n + k).
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To solve the problem for general query rectangles q = [a,
b] × [c, d], we use the above approach again, except that we
store the points in the tree sorted by y-coordinates. At each
internal node v, we store an instance of the data structure
above to answer queries of the form [a, b] × [c, ∞) (resp., [a,
b] × (−∞, d]) on the points in v’s left (resp., right) subtree.
The query strategy is similar to the previous one, except that
we use the interval [c, d] to search in the tree. The space
increases by a log factor though the query time remains the
same.
Theorem 2 A set of n colored points in IR2 can be stored
in a structure of size O(n log2 n) such that given a query
rectangle q = [x1 , x2 ] × [y1 , y2 ], a generalized orthogonal
range-max query can be answered in O(log n + k) time.

2.3

Solution for d = 1

In this subsection we shall solve the problem for d = 1.
Each point p(px ) ∈ S is mapped to a 2-dimensional point
p0 (px , -px ). Call the new set of points S 0 . Given a query
interval q=[x1 , x2 ], it is mapped to a quadrant q 0 = [x1 , ∞) ×
[−x2 , ∞). So, the problem has been mapped to the quadrant
query problem in two-dimensional plane, where S 0 is the set
of points and q 0 is the query quadrant. Hence, the structure
in Theorem 1 can be used to solve this problem.
Theorem 3 A set of n colored points in IR1 can be stored
in a linear-size structure such that given a query interval
q=[x1 , x2 ], a generalized orthogonal range-max query can be
answered in O(log n + k) time.

3

Generalized orthogonal stabbing-max query

Problem: S is a set of n colored rectangles in IR2 where
each rectangle γ is assigned a weight w(γ). Sc is the set of
rectangles of S having color c. We wish to preprocess S into
a data structure so that given a query point q in IR2 , we can
report for each distinct color c of the rectangles stabbed by q,
the tuple < c, γc > where γc = max {w(γc ) | γc ∈ Sc and q ∈
γc }, i.e., the rectangle in Sc ∩ q with the topmost/maximum
weight.
We begin by providing a solution to this problem for d =
1. Then a solution is provided for d = 2.

3.1

Solution for d = 1

We start of with n colored segments on the real-line. Consider a color c and the segments Sc of that color. Let p1 , p2 ,
. . ., pm be the list of segment endpoints of Sc sorted from left
to right. These endpoints induce partitions on the real-line
and these partitions are called “elementary intervals”. The
elementary intervals, say Ic , from left to right are: (−∞,
p1 ), [p1 , p1 ], (p1 , p2 ), [p2 , p2 ], . . ., (pm−1 , pm ), [pm , pm ],
(pm , ∞). With each interval i ∈ Ic , we shall store w(γ),
where γ is the segment with the maximum weight among all
the segments of Sc which intersects interval i. If any interval is not intersected by any of the segments of Sc then it is
discarded from Ic . Based on the elementary intervals in Ic ,
for all colors c, we build an interval tree IT . The number
of intervals stored in IT will be bounded by O(n). Given

a query point q, we search IT and the intervals stabbed by
q are reported. The weight associated with each interval is
the required answer.
Theorem 4 A set of n segments can be stored in a linearsize structure such that given a query point q, a generalized
stabbing-max query can be answered in O(log n + k) time.

3.2

Solution for d = 2

Our approach for solving the problem in two-dimensional
plane is to design a dynamic data structure for the onedimensional version of the problem which can handle query
as well as updates efficiently. This is followed by making
this data structure partially persistent using the technique
of Driscoll et. al. [4].
First, we build the dynamic data structure for the 1D
version. Based on the segments in S an augmented segment
tree T is built as follows: The segments of S divide the
real-line into elementary intervals. A balanced binary tree
T is built with these elementary intervals as the leaves of the
tree. Then each segment in S is inserted into T . Consider
a node v of T . Let Scv be the set of segments of color c
assigned to node v. A red-black tree Tcv is built based on
the weights of the segments in set Scv (in decreasing order of
weights). Also a pointer is maintained from the root of Tcv
to the leaftmost leaf in it. In this way red-black trees are
built for each unique color of the segments assigned to node
v. Given a query point q on the real-line, we search in T . At
each node v visited from root to leaf, the weight stored in
the leftmost leaf of each red-black tree Tcv is reported. For
each color, the maximum among all the weights reported of
that color is found out. The space occupied by T is O(n)
and the query time is O(log n + k log n).
Now let us consider updates. Insertion of a segment of
color c would invlove going to O(log n) nodes in T and inserting itself into the secondary red-black tree Tcv . A new
tree Tcv is created if it does not exist previously. So, insertion time will be O(log2 n) amortized due to possibility of a
rotation taking place. Similar analysis holds for deletion of
segments.
Now the 1D solution has to be made partially persistent.
Following the technique of [11], the x-span of all the rectangles are considered, then broken into elementary intervals
and the primary structure of the segment tree is built. We
make it persistent by sweeping a horizontal line l from top
to bottom, inserting the x-span of a rectangle when it is “entered” by l and delete the same x-span when the sweeping
line “leaves” that rectangle. Note that now there wont be
any rotations taking place during insertions and deletions of
x-spans since the primary structure has already been built
on O(n) segments. Hence, the number of changes taking
place during an update will be bounded by O(log n) (constant changes at each of the O(log n) nodes it is/was assigned
to). A 2D-Generalized orthogonal stabbing-max query thus
can be answered by first identifying the appropriate version
of D and then using it to answer the 1D problem. This leads
to the following theorem.
Theorem 5 A set of n rectangles can be stored in a structure of size O(n log n) such that given a query point q ∈ IR2 ,
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a generalized stabbing-max query can be answered in O(log n
+ k log n) time.

4

Generalized d-dimensional Range Searching on
randomly distributed points

Problem: Preprocess a set S of n colored points in IRd ,
so that for any given orthogonal query box q=P idi=1 [ai , bi ],
report the distinct colors of the points inside q.
In IR2 and IR3 , there exists solutions to this problem which
use O(n polylogn) space and O(polylogn + k) query time
[7, 6]. However, for d ≥ 4, the only known solution takes
O(n1+ ) space and query time O(log n + k) [6]. In this subsection, we consider the case when the points of S are randomly distributed in IRd . We obtain a data structure which
takes up expected O(n log2d−2 n) space and O(logd−1 n +
k) query time. In this way we partially succeed in obtaining a O(n polylogn) space and O(polylogn + k) query time
solution.
First we consider queries of the form q = Πdi=1 [ai , ∞).
Consider a color c and let Mc ⊆ Sc be the set of maximal
points of Sc . Clearly, the color c will be reported iff at least
one point of Mc lies inside q. Hence we deal only with the
set Mc , for each color c. For a point p(p1 , p2 , . . . , pd ) ∈ Mc ,
denote by r(p) = Πdi=1 (−∞, pi ] ⊆ IRd , the hypercube within
which the query apex point (a1 , a2 ,S. . . , ad ) should lie for
point p to lie in q. Let R(Mc ) = p∈Mc r(p). R(Mc ) is
decomposed into a set of pairwise disjoint orthogonal boxes
denoted by Rc . Now a color c will be reported iff point
(a1 , a2 , . . . , ad ) lies inside one of the boxes in Rc . A standard
data structure DS is built based on the boxes in Rc , for all
colors c, for reporting all the boxes containing a query point
(a1 , a2 , . . . , ad ) [3]. Note that for each color c atmost one
box will be reported.
Consider a set Sc having nc points. If these points have
been generated by a random process, where the values in
each coordinate are independently generated random real
numbers, then the expected number of maximal points in
Mc will be O(logd−1 nc ) and hence O(logd−1 nc ) hypercubes.
The maximum number of vertices of the union of m axisparallel hypercubes of the same size is Θ(mbd/2c ), for d ≥ 2
[2]. So, the number of boxes in Rc will be O((logd−1 nc )bd/2c )
≡ O(nc ). Therefore, the expected number of boxes for all
colors c will be bounded by ΣO(nc ) ≡ O(n). D when build
on O(n) boxes takes up O(n logd−2 n) space and answers
queries in O(logd−1 n + k) time. This solution can be extended to bounded queries of the form q = Πdi=1 [ai , bi ] by
using the same technique used in subsection 2.2 . The query
time remains the same but the space is increased by a factor
of O(logd n). Therefore, the total expected space becomes
O(n log2d−2 n) space.

Theorem 6 Let S be a set of n colored points in IRd , d ≥ 4.
We can build a data structure of expected size O(n log2d−2 n)
size such that given an orthogonal query box, we can report
the k distinct colors of the points that are contained in it in
O(logd−1 n + k) worst case time.

5

Generalized d-dimensional Point Enclosure on
randomly distributed hyperboxes

Problem: Preprocess a set S of n colored orthogonal hyperboxes in IRd , so that for any given orthogonal query point
q, report the distinct colors of the hyperboxes stabbed by q.
For d ≥ 3, there do not exist solutions to this problem
which take O(n polylogn) space [7]. In this section, we consider the case where the hyperboxes of S are randomly distributed in IRd . We obtain a data structure which takes
O(n logd−2 n) expected space and O(logd−1 n + k) query
time.
Fix a color c and let Sc be the set of hyperboxes of color c.
Union of all the hyperboxes in Sc is found out and denoted
by R(c). R(c) is next decomposed into a set of pairwise
disjoint orthogonal boxes denoted by Rc . For a given query
q(a1 , a2 , . . ., ad ), color c will be reported if q stabs any of the
boxes in Rc . A standard data structure DS is built based on
the boxes in Rc , for all colors c, for reporting all the boxes
containing a query point (a1 , a2 , . . . , ad ) [3]. Note that for
each color c atmost one box will be reported. It can be shown
that for a color c having nc points, if all its hyperboxes are
randomly generated then the expected size of the union will
be O((log2d−1 nc )bd/2c ) ≡ O(nc ). The expected number of
boxes stored in DS will be O(n).
Theorem 7 Let S be a set of n colored hyperboxes in IRd ,
d ≥ 3. We can build a data structure of expected size
O(n logd−2 n) such that given a query point, we can report
the k distinct colors of the points that are contained in it in
O(logd−1 n + k) worst case time.
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